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 From the editor

Testing and the rise 
of the machines
AI in testing is at a formative stage but with many industry heavyweights exploring what 

it can offer, now is a good time to review what advances are being made in robotic 

automation and test design automation.

Two of our writers focus on automation and provide much food for thought. Nick Mayes 

highlights the changes underway as part of his analysis of the PAC study of 200 senior 

testing stakeholders. Some 77% of organizations cite the need to accelerate time-to-

market as a main challenge yet just 29% of testing activities are automated. The path to 

automation has been slow although commercial pressures will mean it will accelerate. 

Paul Gerrard brings a valuable perspective on what might be possible, concluding his two-

part feature by sharing his experiences to date of a partial, prototype 'pair tester' bot. 

As well as looking ahead, Anthea Whelan reminisces with Dorothy Graham and Gregory 

Solovey about some of the significant shifts testing has already undergone. We're a long 

way from being viewed as a 'necessary evil' but there is little doubt that with the SDLC 

facing immense demands, testers will have a central role to play in shaping the future.

There is plenty more to read and we hope you enjoy the new look of the magazine. 

Let us know your views. 

Vanessa Howard
Editor 

Names that break computers 
In an exclusive extract from his new book, Gojko Adzic uses some real life cases to 
alert testers to pitfalls around something as simple as name length. 

The role of static analysis
Bill Graham argues that applied correctly and early in the SDLC, static analysis will 
have a significant impact on code quality, security, and safety.

The age of automation 
Based on recent PAC survey, Nick Mayes provides insight into an unprecedented 
period of change taking place in the way that enterprises test their software 
applications.  

New Model Testing: A new process and tool – part 2
In the second and concluding part of Paul Gerrard's feature, the author shares his 
experiences to date of a partial, prototype 'pair tester' bot.

The parts roles play in test automation success 
Using three practical cases, Jan Jaap Cannegieter and Ruud van Berkum
highlight which skill sets are indispensable when test automation is employed.

Then and Now
Dorothy Graham and Gregory Solovey look at some of the significant changes 
testing has undergone over the last thirty years. 

Testing Talk 
In this issue's Testing Talk, Nathalie van Delft discusses the often-overlooked 
discipline of security testing within the SDLC with Anthea Whelan. 
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Names that 
break computers 

Testers would do well to be aware 

that assumptions often give rise to 

unexpected system fails

by Gojko Adzic

In 1961 IBM introduced a new monster processing system, 
called 7074. The beast was normally delivered in several 
trucks, required a room of 40 by 40 feet, and weighed more 
than 41,000 pounds. It had a disk storage unit with a capacity 
of 28 million characters, and could process almost 34,000 
operations per second. Still, it was no match for Hubert B. 
Wolfeschlegelsteinhausenbergerdorff. Hubert rose to fame 
in 1964, when his name broke the IBM 7074 supercomputer 
at the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. 

That's because Hubert had twenty-six first names, one for 
each letter of the alphabet, and 666 letters in his surname. In 
order to finally get the social security card issued, Hubert had 
to clip his name to 44 letters, and it still had to be processed 
manually instead of on the computer. Various versions of the 
Guinness Book of World Records printed his surname with 
either 590 or 666 letters. Later in his life, I can only assume 
caused by increasing digitization and the intolerance of com-
puters, he was mostly known as Hubert Blaine Wolfe+590. 
With 1111 letters, excluding spaces between the words, 
he still holds the world record for the longest name.

Although Wolfeschlegelsteinhausenbergerdorff passed away 
in 1997, and modern computers work on much more than 
34Khz, they still break around unusually long names. In 2013, 
Janice Keihanaikukauakahihulihe'ekahaunaele started a 
campaign against the Hawaii Department of Transport for not 
being able to print her name on the driving license. Until then, 
the licenses had space for only 34 characters, two fewer than 
her last name. After public pressure, the government caved in, 
and changed the policy to allow names up to 40 letters. This 
required an upgrade to computer systems across the state.

It's not just long names that cause weird computer problems. 
Short names do as well. Stephen O, a South Korean living in 
Virginia, had several credit card applications rejected because 
the local banking systems could not record a single-letter last 
name. He was only able to get a driving license under the 
surname OO, then had trouble getting car insurance because 
the credit agency couldn't match his records. In one database, 
after a lengthy search, they found him as blank-blank-O. 
He finally gave up fighting computers and changed his 
name to Oh. 

Mr Oh didn't have a choice but to surrender to binary logic. 
However, users of most software products today do have a 
choice, and similar problems lead to lost business 

After public pressure, the 
government caved in, and this 

required an upgrade to computer 
systems across the state.
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opportunities. Even when customers don't have a real choice, 
at least they have a voice, and social networks are full of 
horror stories from disgruntled users.

With increased computerization of travel records and identity 
document systems, long names cause constant confusion and 
problems for people with even slightly longer names. Various 
systems that need to cooperate often impose different limits 
on name lengths. For example, the Passenger and Airport 
Data Interchange Standards by the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) allows up to 64 characters for each of the 
given name, surname and up to three middle names in 
passenger records. However, the machine-readable passport 
guidance by the same organization requires names to be 
printed in font size between 10 and 15 characters per inch, 
roughly allowing up to forty letters in each of the names. The 
machine-readable part fits 39 letters for the full name including 
spaces. 

Even in the same country, systems often have inconsistent 
length limits. For example, the US Nonimmigrant Visa 
Application (DS-160) has a total length for each name of 31 
characters, but the I-94 Arrival/Departure record fits 17 
characters for the last name only 13 for the first name. The US 
Social Security Administration accepts two lines of 26 
characters per name. The US passport application form DS-
11 allows for 21 characters for a last name, 17 for the first 
name and 16 for the middle names.

The UK Government Data Standards allow for 35 characters 
for each name, but only 70 characters in total for the full name. 
Yet, birth certificates do get issued for longer names as well. 
On December 31 1986, John and Margaret Nelson from 
Chesterfield in the UK got a baby girl, and originally wanted to 
give her 207 names, but that could not fit on a birth certificate. 
At the end, they settled for just 139 given names. Tracy's full 
name has 140 words, or 855 letters. When spaces between 
words are included, the name has 995 characters. I'd love to 
see her filling in an immigration form with the field 'any other 
names you were known by'. 

Of course, people can be born with just one given name and 
then change it to almost anything these days. The UK Deed 
Poll service allows standard applications up to 150 characters 
in a name, but for a special fee accept even longer names. 
David Fearn from Walsall, in the West Midlands, changed his 
name in 2006 to a collection of all the James Bond movies 
recorded until then. He is now officially known as James Dr 
No From Russia with Love Goldfinger Thunderball You Only 
Live Twice On Her Majesty's Secret Service Diamonds Are 
Forever Live and Let Die The Man with the Golden Gun The 
Spy Who Loved Me Moonraker For Your Eyes Only Octopussy 
A View to a Kill The Living Daylights Licence to Kill Golden 
Eye Tomorrow Never Dies The World Is Not Enough Die 
Another Day Casino Royale Bond.
 
James Bond's full name has 69 words or 312 letters without 
the spaces between words. Just imagine the famous Sean 
Connery scene at the casino table when he introduces himself 
as 'Bond, James Bond', but spells out all the other names 
in between.

Sure, all these examples are completely crazy outliers, but 
when testing software make sure to check for names of at 
least thirty (preferably even forty) characters long. For a more 
down-to-earth example of a long names, remember Uma 
Thurman and Arpad Busson's daughter, Rosalind Arusha 
Arkadina Altalune Florence Thurman-Busson 
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Gojko Adzic is a software delivery consultant and author. His 

upcoming book, Computer Says No, looks at problems caused by 

wrong assumptions in computer systems, when they face the hard, 

unforgiving punch of reality. Check out 

https://gojko.net/books/computer-says-no/



Static analysis is an important part 

of a modern software develop-

ment tool suite and if applied 

correctly can have a significant 

impact on code quality, security, 

and safety. 

by Bill Graham

When should static analysis be applied?" The answer 
to this question is fairly straightforward: "whenever code is 
being developed." This however, is a simplification. The longer 
answer is as "part of a structured and secure development 
process."  Static analysis is an important part of a modern 
software development tool suite which when applied correctly 
and sufficiently early can have a significant impact on code 
quality, security, and safety. Perhaps the most relevant point 
is the role static analysis plays in a security-first software 
design is critical in today's connected and complex 
operating environment. 

Security-first design
A security-first design is an approach that integrates 
security as a top priority in the software development lifecycle 
(SDLC). To implement this approach, developers and project 
managers can expect at least the following types of activities 
while progressing through the five key stages of the cycle, 
as set out in Figure 1.

Requirement definition: At the requirement stage, security-
specific requirements can be introduced, along with known 
“abuse cases” (use cases that an attacker might follow) 
and a risk analysis.

Design and architecture: As candidate architectures 
become available, reviews must include security aspects that 
may not have been included previously. At this stage, testing 
plans should be created that include security analyses that 
follow the perceived “abuse cases.”

Code development: At the coding stage, following security 
guidelines and coding standards are critical. The use of auto-
mation tools such as static analysis is key to ensuring that 
vulnerabilities are not introduced into the product.

Integration and test: As the system as a whole starts 
to take form, subsystem and system testing will find 
vulnerabilities before integration and deployment to 
the market.

Deployment and maintenance: When a product enters 
the market and wide deployment is underway, security vulne-
rabilities become exponentially costlier to fix. As a product 
goes through maintenance and revision, security is an on-
going concern and new vulnerabilities and threats need to 
be fed back in to the system in an iterative approach.

"

The right tool can provide critical 
support in the coding and integration 

phases of development.
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The role of static analysis tools 
in improving security
Static analysis tools like CodeSonar provide critical support 
in the coding and integration phases of development. A static 
analysis tool should ensure continuous code quality, both in 
the development and maintenance phases, greatly reduce 
cost, security risks and address issues of reliability in 
software. In particular, a tool should provide some of the 
following benefits:

Continuous source code quality and 
security assurance: Detecting errors and vulnerabilities 
(and maintaining secure coding standards) in the source 
code when initially developed yields the biggest impact 
from the tools.

Tainted data detection and analysis:  Analysis of the 
data flows from sources (i.e. interfaces) to sinks (where 
data gets used in a program) is critical in detecting potential 
vulnerabilities from tainted data. Any input, whether from 
a user interface or network connection, if used unchecked, 
is a potential security vulnerability.

Third-party code assessment: Performing testing and 
dynamic analysis on a large existing codebase is hugely 

time consuming and may exceed the limits on the budget 
and schedule. Static analysis is particularly suited to ana-
lyzing large code bases and providing meaningful errors 
and warnings that indicate both security and quality issues.

Secure coding standard enforcement: Static analysis tools 
analyze source syntax and can be used to enforce coding 
standards. Coding standards are good practice because they 
prevent risky code from becoming future vulnerabilities.

Table 1 provides a high-level example (not necessarily an 
exhaustive list) of the types of vulnerabilities in C and C++ 
code that an advanced static analysis tool can detect and 
help remediate.

Dynamic versus static analysis in 
the context of the SDLC
Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST): 
Dynamic testing tools all require program execution in order 
to generate useful results. Examples include unit testing tools, 
test coverage, memory analyzers, and penetration test tools. 
Test automation tools are important for reducing the testing 
load on the development team and, more importantly, 
detecting vulnerabilities that manual testing may miss.

Static Application Security Testing (SAST): Static analysis 
tools work by analyzing source code, bytecode (e.g. compiled 
Java), and binary executable code. No code is executed in 

 Test automation tools
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Figure 1: Security processes superimposed over the 
software design lifecycle.

Figure 2: The application of various tool classes in the context of 
the software development lifecycle.
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static analysis, but rather the analysis is done by reasoning 
about the potential behavior of the code. Static analysis is 
relatively efficient at analyzing a codebase compared to 
dynamic analysis. Static analysis tools also analyze code 
paths that are untested by other methods and can trace 
execution and data paths through the code. Static analysis 
can be incorporated early during the development phase for 
analyzing existing, legacy, and third-party source and binaries 
before these codes are incorporated into your product. As 
new source is added, incremental analysis can be used in 
conjunction with configuration management to ensure quality 
and security throughout. Figure 2 shows the types of testing 
tool applied at different phases of the SDLC. Overlap is 
natural and both types of tools can and will be used even 
beyond product development and into maintenance. 

Although adopting any class of tools helps productivity, 
security, and quality, using a combination of these is re-
commended. As Frederick Brooks cautioned over thirty 
years ago, no single class of tools is the silver bullet. 

The best approach is one that automates the use of a 
combination of tools from all categories, and that is based 
on a risk-based rationale for achieving high security within 
budget 

Vulnerability Description

Use of unsafe function Some C/C++ library functions are inherently unsafe to use 
and are vulnerable to exploits, e.g. strcat().

Use of tainted data Data from outside the system (network, user input, etc.), 
used unchecked, is tainted and considered dangerous. 
When tainted data is used in an exploitable function, it 
creates a serious vulnerability.

Allocation/deallocation issue

 

Errors caused by poor use of memory allocation or 
deallocation can lead to system failures. For example, 
freeing non-heap memory, or using a pointer after it has 
been freed.

 

Buffer overrun, stack overflow

 

Indexing arrays beyond their defined boundaries is a 
serious vulnerability if exploitable outside of the system. 
An overflow/overrun may lead to an arbitrary code 
execution vulnerability, for example.

Concurrency issue

 

Concurrency issues in multithreaded code are very difficult 
to detect in testing. Static analysis can detect concurrency 
errors that can cause system instability such as data races 
and deadlock.  

Hardcoding of sensitive values Hard coding values is an insecure programming practice. 
Reverse engineering of object code, for example, can 
easily extract sensitive values stored in code.

Secure coding standard violation

 
Following a secure coding

 
standard is good practice. 

However, ensuring compliance using manual code reviews 
is time consuming. Static analysis tools automate coding 
standard compliance.

Misuse of library functions Incorrect usage of library functions can cause serious 
errors.

Custom errors CodeSonar supports the creation of custom error, syntax 
and coding style checkers. 

Table 1: A list of security vulnerabilities that advanced static 
analysis tools can detect and assist in remediation.

Bill Graham is a technical marketing consultant at 

GrammaTech Inc.



Where is automation being 

applied today and where is the 

next wave of automation going 

to focus?

by Nick Mayes

An unprecedented period of change is taking place in the 
way that enterprises test their software applications.  

The primary driver is the wave of digital transformation that 
is playing out across all industry sectors, at businesses both 
large and small. Digital channels have become crucial to the 
way that they interact with clients, employees, partners and 
supply chains, which is putting renewed pressure on the 
performance of corporate systems.

So what does this mean for software testing? Perhaps the 
biggest change is the need to move at greater speed, in order 
to help organizations launch new digital products and services 
at the same pace as their competitors. A PAC study of 200 
senior testing stakeholders found that 77% cited the need 
to accelerate time-to-market as one of the main challenges 
currently facing their organization. This means faster test and 
development cycles, which has underpinned the widespread 
adoption of Agile and DevOps practices and approaches.

Another new challenge is the need for testing teams to work 
within a different stakeholder landscape. Many digital projects 
are driven by business rather than IT executives who are not 
experienced developers, and communicate the goals in terms 
of business outcomes rather than technical requirements. The 
task of the testing function is to enable these individuals to 
drive innovation at speed in a way that doesn't disrupt the 
enterprise. 

The focus areas for testing are also changing in the digital 
era. In order to deliver an improved digital customer expe-
rience, businesses need to ensure that their products and 
services are relevant to the customer and their current 
context. This means taking into account factors such as 
the customer's location, historical interactions with the 
organization, which add new dimensions to testing 
requirements.

There is also a major debate brewing over whether testing 
should shift to the left or the right in the development lifecycle. 
For years, the testing industry has been pushing to move 
testing towards the earliest possible stage (“shift left”) so that 
testers can gain a better understanding of the requirements 
and test at different stages throughout development – rather 
than cramming all their work into the final stages running up 
to go-live. This approach is designed to drive both improved 
quality – giving the stakeholders what they want - and to 

Robotic automation and test 
design automation are emerging as 

the first areas where machine learning 
is starting to impact the testing 

universe.

The age of automation
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minimize wasted effort and investment on projects 
through testing ideas at their very inception, before 
they go into prototype. 

This can be described as a “prevention rather than detection” 
approach, but it is not without its challenges. Frequent code 
changes means that testers are often faced with incomplete 
environments and need to use stubs to simulate missing 
components. It is also behind an evolution in the profile of the 
professional tester, from a highly methodical dedicated testing 
practitioner to one able to incorporate the characteristics of a 
programmer, with the ability to write and 
understand code. 

But the pace of change is forcing a re-think for 
some organizations, which are looking to push 
testing in the opposite direction. A “shift right” 
approach is being driven by the creation of 
microservices (a set of very focused services 
that represent single responsibilities within an 
application), rather than monolithic software 
products. Because these services are 
independent, they can also be tested 
independently – and quickly.

The only thing that can support the pace of change is 
automation. But to what extent have organizations already 
automated their testing processes and how rapidly is this 
likely to change in the future?

The use of automation – a reality check
Professional testers have been leveraging tools to automate 
different elements of their testing processes for decades.  

HPE, IBM and Micro Focus (which is set to acquire large 
parts of HPE's software business in 2017) have established 
themselves as global leaders in building broad-scope test 
automation suites, while the landscape of test automation 
tools suppliers has exploded in the last five years as the 
rise of cloud delivery models and open source have
lowered the barriers to entry.

However, the size of the test tools automation remains 
relatively limited, and it is surprising how much even large 
global organizations continue to test manually. The latest 
edition of Sogeti's annual World Quality Report, which 
surveyed 1,600 senior IT decision makers worldwide, found 

that respondents admitted that just 29% of testing activities 
are automated. So what has held back a more widespread 
adoption of automation?

The offshore alternative: One of the reasons why 
testing continues to have such a strong element of manual 
intervention is that for the last decade, large Western orga-
nizations have been able to access competitively priced, 
highly talented skills in locations such as India. Businesses 
have been able to reduce day rates for testing by as much as 
60% to 70% by setting up captive centres in these locations or 
by tapping into the skills of services providers. The five largest 
Indian-based IT services companies employ more than 
40,000 professional testers in their ranks. 

Changing the mindset: Another factor that has restricted 
the use of test automation tools has been a resistance from 
professional testers themselves to change their behavior and 
approach. The most popular weapon in the tester's armory 

today remains Excel. Today's testers have 
become accustomed to working in a specific 
way, and to shift towards a substantial use of 
automation tools requires training and the 
development of a mindset closer to that of a 
programmer.  

Cost and attractiveness of tools: A third 
challenge is the complexity of the tools 
themselves. Many companies have acquired 
test automation suites from HP and IBM but 
have tended to use only a fraction of their full 
functionality.  There remains a lot of room for 
improvement in how test automation tools 

are designed to meet the needs of a user community that will 
increasingly incorporate people from a non-technical 
background. 

Reluctance to use the cloud: Another factor that is 
coming into play is the caution of some organizations to 
leverage cloud-based delivery models to support test 
automation. Concerns over data sovereignty and security 
means that businesses are unsure over what data sets can 
be tested in a cloud environment while ensuring compliance 

 Feature
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with corporate policy or industry regulation on data 
management.

So where is automation being applied today and given the 
need to support accelerating project lifecycles and test more 
scalable workloads, where is the next wave of automation 
going to focus?

The use of automation is generally concentrated around several 
key areas, including: load testing; regression testing; integration 
testing; functional and GUI testing; and unit testing. In the areas 
of load and regression testing in particular, it 
is not uncommon for mature testing users to 
have process coverage as high as 90%. 

The journey taken by the testing organization 
at CPG giant Kraft Heinz is an interesting one 
and while it is clearly at the leading edge 
of automation adoption, it shows a logical 
progression. The company, which is a major 
SAP user, started with the automation of 
its regression testing in SAP-specific 
performance tests in 2013. One year later, it 
had automated integration testing and ERP 
upgrades, before moving on to security and 
overall performance testing automation in 2015. The main 
benefit of this automation, according to Kraft Heinz, has been 
the added speed, with the company now able to run hundreds of 
automated scripts in the space of a couple of hours. 

Automation can also help shift the focus from detection to 
prevention. One of the biggest current areas of demand for 
automation services is for software-defined provisioning of 
virtual environments to enable to businesses to test data and 
interfaces at an earlier stage in the development lifecycle. 
Kraft Heinz runs integration and regression testing in closed 
simulation and generates transactional data to go through the 
process.

One of the major considerations for organizations will be how 
they strike a balance between a centralized or a projects 
approach to testing. If testing is started from scratch for each 
project, it becomes difficult to build the business case for 
automation tools – particularly with lifecycles getting shorter 
and shorter. Kraft Heinz said that one of the key lessons from 
its automation journey has been to pick your battles and only 
apply automation to those core systems that will benefit from 

repeatable tests, rather than those stand-alone applications 
or business processes that are likely to change. But there are 
also some significant benefits to be gained from taking a 
more centralized approach. Swiss bank UBS has created a 
new central application development and quality assurance 
function (incorporating some 1,900 QA staff worldwide), 
through which it looks to drive improvements and efficiency 
in areas such as data management.

The general trend in the market seems to be to move away 
from the big-bang TCoE development programmes – largely 
because organizations don't have the time to wait two or three 
years to reap the benefits. Testing services provider Sogeti 
states that the preferred model for many of its customers is to 
create a thin layer of centralization, which provides a set of 
guidelines and best practice advice, and a core quality 
assurance platform into which project teams can plug their 
own automation tools. 

The established test automation tools 
vendors are positioning themselves to sit in 
both camps, HPE, for example, states that 
the primary aim of many of its clients is to 
rapidly re-platform legacy applications in the 
cloud. By creating virtual test environments 
it is enabling the project teams driving 
innovation to leverage APIs to the systems 
of record managed by the enterprise IT 
organization. Without this, HPE says, the 
project teams will develop applications that 
cannot function in harmony with the core 
systems underpinning the day-to-day 
business.

AI and the next wave of automation 
The next phase of test automation will look to leverage the 
huge advances in artificial intelligence (AI) technology that 
have taken place in the last few years.

Robotic automation and test design automation are emerging 
as the first areas where machine learning is starting to impact 
the testing universe. The former sees configurable software 
set up to be programmed to perform manual processes, 
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and is starting to be applied to regression testing and user 
acceptance testing. The latter sees a progression to a real 
intelligence-led approach underpinned by predictive analytics. 

Perhaps the highest-profile example of the application of AI 
in action in the software testing world is Microsoft's “Project 
Springfield,” which uses the software giant's Azure cloud 
platform to enable developers to more accurately and rapidly 
identify bugs in Windows applications. Launched in late 2016, 
Springfield combines fuzz testing with AI to identify which 
areas of code might be most seriously impacted by harmful 
inputs. Microsoft states that one of its best use cases is for 
testing documents and other file types that may not be 
trustworthy.

Sogeti is already leveraging AI technology from partners 
such as IBM Watson and HPE in its testing services 
proposition, to leverage advanced data insights to focus its 
testing efforts on the most critical areas. While the company 
acknowledges that the use of AI in testing is at a formative 
stage, it believes the foundations are starting to be laid for 
self-learning test ecosystems and environments, which learn 
from operational use how to adapt and apply test cases 
without the need for manual intervention.

The company also sees some interesting new challenges 
for testers on the horizon in testing AI platforms themselves. 
The concept of how a tester can test an algorithm that 
exceeds your own “intelligence” is an interesting one, but it 
will drive a need to focus on testing at the pre-intelligent 
phase where you test the data that is being fed to the 
algorithm. If the wrong data is being applied, the machine will 
produce the wrong results. Most cognitive solutions will rely 
heavily on interfaces with multiple data sources, so testing 
activity will also have to focus on areas such as integration 
and API testing. But the most challenging element will be to 
test the outcome that has been generated by massive 
computational power, which can only be done by domain 
experts with a deep knowledge of the relevant sector 
or process.

Accenture is also baking cognitive computing into its testing 
services to improve security and performance analysis. The IT 
services giant launched a new omni-channel testing platform 
in 2016 which is aimed at helping businesses “fast track” their 
omni-channel deployments. It enables customers to auto-
matically scan for security vulnerabilities while leveraging 

a self-learning testing recommendation engine built on 
cognitive algorithms.

CONCLUSIONS
Software testing will never be 100% automated, and manual 
intervention will always be required – particularly in areas 
such as exploratory testing, where the human mind can come 
up with new and inventive ways to find flaws in a system.  

The path to test automation has been a slow one for many 
organizations, but there are signs that we are reaching 
something of a tipping point. In other areas of the IT 
landscape (e.g. service desk management), the business 
case for greater automation is based around cost reduction, 
but in testing, the move is motivated by the need to support 
the need for greater speed in getting new digital products 
to market at a faster pace, without sacrificing quality. 

It will not be an easy transition for many test teams to make. 
Issues of skills, working practices and culture need to be 
addressed and overcome, while navigating the increasingly 
diverse test automation tools landscape to find the most 
appropriate solution is not as straightforward as it used to be. 
But for many organizations, the cost of not making this change 
will be that the testing function increasingly becomes a 
bottleneck for new development and the business is not able 
to keep pace with the competition in terms of innovating and 
supporting changing customer demands.

It may be several years before artificial intelligence enters the 
mainstream in terms of it impact on test automation, but it is 
certainly an area that test decision makers should have on 
their radar as they plan the next phase of their strategies. For 
many manual-centric test organizations, AI may seem to 
present an insurmountable leap, but as discussed with the 
example of Kraft Heinz, the best path into test automation is 
a gradual one. Start with those areas of greatest process 
repetition to deliver the quickest wins. 

In terms of selecting the right test automation tool platform, 
the big established suite vendors have made progress in 
making their products easier to purchase and consume by 
shifting towards an as-a-service delivery model. But the 
growth of smaller providers such as TestPlant, Worksoft 
and Applause shows the interest from buyers in working 
with more focused tool sets. 
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In the second and concluding 

part of Paul Gerrard's feature, 

the author shares his 

experiences to date of a partial, 

prototype 'pair tester' bot.

In the first part of this article series, I introduced the 
(1)New Model for testing  as a representation of the most 

fundamental thought process for testing. The model implies 
there are two states of our thinking. The first is exploring or 
surveying our sources of knowledge and creating models. 
The second is test design based on our models, application 
of the tests and interpretation. 

Based on the New Model and with the goal of understanding 
what tools support might look like in modern Continuous 
Delivery and DevOps regimes, I set out to create a partial, 
prototype 'pair tester' bot and described how it might work. In 
this second article, I will share some experiences, make some 
suggestions for what a test process might look like, and what 
such tools might do for us in the future.

NB: I haven't completed the migration from the Google 
speech recognition API to Amazon Echo Dot (or 'Alexa' 
as the intelligent personal assistant is known as). Most 
experience derives from the initial version of the bot. 

My learning process started from complete ignorance and 
a melange of misconceptions. My goal here is to summarise 
the journey so far. I'll start with the notion of the 'language 
of the bot'.

The language of the bot
The first consideration is how do we make ourselves 
understood by the bot? How do we communicate with 
the bot in the first place?

Speech Recognition (SR) is the process of converting 
sounds (our speech) into text in a reliable way. The simplest 
mode of SR is a straight speech to text capability. We need 
some form of domain specific language (DSL) – a limited set 
of instructions, somewhat similar to a programming language, 
which allow us to dictate commands and ask questions of 
the bot.

Every command has a context of applicability, you might say, 
so the bot has to know 'where it is' before it can do certain 
things like capture notes on a web form in the system under 
test. Table 1 sets out how the dialog might go.

This dialog is typical of many of the features of the bot: locate 
yourself in the system under test, then perform commands 
appropriate for that location. More complicated exchanges 

The bot can use data stored 
through surveying and test activity 

to give germane advice and information 
to active testers.

New Model Testing: 
A new process and tool – Part 2
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such as creating an incident or bug report requiring multiple 
fields of information work fine. The syntax of these exchanges 
tends to take the form of an object or location followed by an 
allowed operation on that object or at that location. One could 
say the language is object-oriented.

Now, when speaking to the bot it can feel rather clunky – and 
it is. It's obvious the bot would fail a Turing Test . Certainly, 
initial dialogues make you feel self-conscious, but this soon 
passes.

With Alexa, the exchanges feel more natural, but are still a 
little clunky. Alexa uses pre-defined 'skills' which can be 
invoked in multiple ways. Your command can contain 
embedded data making almost perfect sentences possible. 
Functionally, this makes no difference; it affects the human 
interface only and makes the bot a little more human-like.

What can the bot do?
The list of capabilities of the bot so far is a start and certainly 
not comprehensive. These features major on the surveying 
aspect rather than testing.

1.  Every command the bot receives is logged 
(and in principle, are replayable)

2.  Start, pause and end survey or test sessions
3.  Create places, features, forms and fields in 

the location map

(2)

4.  Navigate to anywhere in the location map
5.  Capture notes which can be of any type: note, 

question, idea, concern, test, other
6.  Capture screen shots and attach them to notes
7.  Capture named variables and show the variables 

known to the bot (mostly for debugging purposes)
8.  Log observations (these are defect, bug, incident 

reports); basic classification is possible
9.  View charter – a reminder of the scope and 

goals of the session.
10. View history – examine test activities over time.

The bot mostly supports the surveying or exploring side 
of the New Model. (This might be sufficient for a tester who 
doesn't want to capture test cases). It allows testers to create 
a map of the testing territory and log their findings as they 
explore. They can record notes of various types. These notes 
can later be printed in the context of a whole system model, 
but associated with any node in the system model – a place, 
feature, form or field.

Relationship with the web interface
The web interface is the public interface to Cervaya and 
will eventually provide a parallel means of capturing all of the 
information that the bot does. Beyond that, it provides what 
might loosely be called test management functions:

"

The web interface also integrates the information captured 
against the system model across all testers in a team over 
time. In this way, the findings of testers can be shared by all 
the team plus the bot can feedback the history of other tester 
activity when a tester visits a location. The hierarchical system 
model is currently presented as a mind map. But we will also 
add a 'floor plan' style presentation so testers can see where 
other testers are currently working as well as their paths 
of exploration.

What could/should Cervaya do eventually?
The system model, being a hierarchy, provides easier 
navigation for testers in the web interface and forces the 
testers using the bot to reference legitimate locations or to 

 Manage charters. Charters are brief outlines of 
the scope and goals of an exploratory session. 
Charters can be reused as many times as necessary.

 Present and report the system model and all "
associated content.

 Capture tests in a traditional 'test case' format"
 Capture test outcomes"
 Manage the system model, notes, observations "
and any other information captured by the bot

 Test management improvement
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Tester Bot says Bot does

place Choose your place displays a list of places 

known to the bot

four Selected so-and-so place remembers the selection

feature Choose your feature displays a list of features 

in the selected place

two Selected this-feature

 
remembers the selection

form Choose your form displays a list of features 

in the selected feature

one Selected that-form remembers the selection

note Adding note waits for note text or ‘end’

note text Thank-you appends text to the note 

text (this stage is repeated 

until the user says ‘end’)

end Note saved saves the whole note 

against the selected form

Table 1: Example of object-oriented dialog 



create new ones as they are found. A hierarchy can also be 
presented as a floor-plan or heat-map and in this way a rather 
nebulous software structure can become more accessible.

Currently, capturing the details of a form is done manually, 
so to speak. An obvious enhancement would be for the bot 
to scan a web page, for example, and scrape the page for all 
forms and fields and field types, default data and the buttons 
and links that control the behaviour of the form. No doubt the 
form captured would need some refinement, but the tedious 
data capture would at least have been done by the tool.

The web interface allows test cases to be captured in a 
'traditional' way. Pre-conditions, test values and expected 
outcomes make up a test. The test can be run and outcomes 
captured in a familiar route through the web interface. The bot 
could also prompt the tester to run an existing test case by 
checking preconditions, saying the test values for each field 
and asking if expected outcomes are observed. If not, the 
actual outcomes can be logged and perhaps an observation 
raised as a consequence – prompted by the bot.

Any ad-hoc test that a tester runs can be captured 'live' 
rather than being pre-planned through the web interface. 
Pre-conditions, test values and actual outcomes – if trusted 
to be correct – are logged as a test run with the test case 
created automatically for re-use. Where tests fail, whether 
they are prepared tests or tests that are run ad-hoc, all the 
information of the test run, test case and actual outcomes 
can be logged.

Currently, all tests are associated with single forms. 
Extending this functionality to deal with end-to-end tests 
involving many forms would be a priority for system testers, 
for example. Paths taken by the tester through the system 
model could be captured live, rather than being pre-planned.

Needless to say, there is an obvious requirement to export 
tests to support test automation. The test case format (pre-
conditions, inputs and expected outcomes) could provide 
tables of data and the system model provide much of the 
field-by-field steps to be implemented by an automation 
tool. End-to-end tests could also be exported.

More than traditional test management
Much of the functionality detailed here would be very familiar 
to any tester wishing to take advantage of a test management 
tool with a new, speech-oriented interface. What features 
would truly be new to the testing community?

The system map could be used to visually locate the testers 
in the team and the history of their activity. Test passes or 
fails, test coverage by planned or executed tests could also be 
visualized as colour-coded maps with the maps providing 
short cuts to locations, tests or the testers who created 
these assets.

The maps could provide shortcuts to ChatOps utilities so the 
team can navigate, communicate and collaborate using the 
system model as a trusted 'map of the territory'. The bot can 
use data stored through surveying and test activity to give 
germane advice and information to active testers. Imagine, 
for example the dialog illustrated in Table 2 with the bot.

What should be of interest is that none of this interaction 
requires any machine intelligence. It could be implemented 
simply by having structured data available to the bot (which it 
is) and an interface to a ChatOps tool such as Slack.

Implementation issues
I have avoided getting into too many implementation issues 
for example, security: how does the bot know who you are? 

 Test management improvement
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Bot: “You are in the search form of the home page in 

the Demo Application”

Tester: “Give me the status”

Bot: “This form was tested by Joe Soap yesterday 

between thirteen forty-five and fifteen hundred”

Bot: “He logged seven test passes and one fail. The 

failure was logged as an observation”

Bot: “Do you want to see the test log for the 

observation?”

Tester: “Yes”

The Bot displays the test case, the actual outcomes 

and the observation detail on screen.

Bot: “Greg, the developer, checked in a fix this morning 

at ten forty-one AM”

Bot: “I sent Joe a notification you are testing this form. 

He says, “We need to talk”. Shall I open a ChatOps 

screen?”

Tester: “Yes please”

And so on.

Table 2: Example of how the bot can survey test activity to 
provide advice and information to active testers



The first version of the bot implemented a username/ 
password challenge on start-up. The Alexa bot uses 
a single Amazon account assigned to the Echo Dot.

How does the bot display outputs to the end user? The first 
version of the bot was a command-line driven program so it 
printed output to the screen as well as sending speech to the 
sound device. With Alexa, the arrangement is somewhat more 
complicated, and too involved to discuss here.

A new test process?
Given the discussion above, it is clear that Cervaya will 
require an appropriate test process. What might that process 
look like?

We can look at this process from two perspectives. The test 
management perspective has oversight of what looks like a 
straightforward process managed through charters. Each 
charter sets a scope and goal of initial or deeper exploration/ 
surveying and testing sessions. Test reporting happens 
throughout. Every day, the knowledge of what is happening – 
charters run, charters planned and the status of all tests  is 
known. The system map grows day by day and the coverage 
with it too.

The three core test management activities 'fade' in and out 
over time as shown in Figure 1.  

From the tester's perspective, the scope and style of tester 
activity changes over time. These activities also fade in and 
fade out over time, but all activity starts with exploration. Over 
time, exploration and modelling challenge requirements and 
trigger clarifications. At the same time, the team learns, and 
naturally changes and refinements are incorporated. When 
software is available for testing, it is tested of course, and as 

–

tests become trusted, they are added to the continuous 
integration (CI) regime.

Of course, developers might use TDD so tests naturally 
become part of the CI regime from the start, as set out in 
Figure 2. Where does re-testing and regression testing fit? 
Regression testing is the responsibility of the CI regime. Re-
testing is simply merged into normal test sessions, because 
new software and changed software are treated the same 
way.

Summary
In this article, I have given a brief overview of how a bot that 
supports testing might work, and how the split of functionality 
between the bot and a server-based management could look. 
A comprehensive discussion of process would of course cover 
important topics such as the need to manage multiple 
versions and test platforms and test environment and 
data provision. These are logistical considerations.

Most importantly, the concept of test phases does not appear 
in this discussion. The tools, as currently envisaged would 
support any kind of test, and there are no 'hand-offs' required 
because testing is a continuous activity. Continuous delivery 
and DevOps processes demand it 

Paul Gerrard is principal consultant at Gerrard Consulting.
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Cervaya Test Management

Charters created, refined and re-used over time

Incremental modelling, refinement over time

Reporting throughout

Figure 1: The scope and style of tester activity changes

Cervaya Client/Bot

Scoping exploration sessions

Clarifications Refinements

Interactive Testing Sessions

Changes

Continuous Integration

Figure 2: Continuous integration with a bot that supports testing 
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Three practical cases highlight 

what skill sets are indispensible 

when test automation is 

employed

How and why test automation requires different skills 
Test automation is a hot topic. Many organizations are 
focused on it as there is the ever-present need for speed, 
the introduction of agile and DevOps and the growing 
possibilities that test automation offers. But not all test 
automation initiatives are successful. Much has been written 
about misconceptions and arguments are yet to be settled 
about what test automation can deliver. In this article we want 
to talk about another critical success factor of test automation: 
the need to have different roles in your project team if it 
involves test automation. To make the distinction between 
roles and their importance, we describe three practical cases.

Case 1: Test automation without a test professional 
Case 1 concerns a small commercial bank. The system 
development department has 40 employees, most of them 
working in four scrum teams. The scrum teams are multi-
functional; they do all the work that needs to be done to 
deliver working software. This includes testing and as part of 
that remit, regression testing. In order to make the regression 
test efficient this organization decided to automate the 
regression test set using a commercial test tool. Within the 
scrum teams the knowledge of test design techniques and 
coverage techniques was limited; most of the development 
team members had a development background and 
predominantly a technical background. 

After a couple of sprints this organization had a working 
regression test set of over 300 test cases. The prevailing idea 
was that this regression test set prevented the organization 
from encountering regression issues. This turned out not to be 
true, there were regression problems in production despite 
executing the test set and analysing the outcome. In order to 
find out how this was possible the organization asked a test 
specialist to analyse the regression test set. We found out the 
following:

 The test set was not based on a product risk "
assessment. It was not clear which risk had to be 
covered or what risks were covered by the individual test 
cases.

 It was not clear which functional paths where covered by "
the test set. When building the test set no test design 
techniques were used. 

 Some of the test cases didn't have an explicit check. Data "
were entered, screens opened but in some cases there 
was no check whether this led to the expected outcome. 

Automating manual test cases 
one-on-one can lead to problems like 
oversized test sets, time-consuming 
test runs, unnecessary maintenance 

of your test set and extra time for 
test analysis.

The roles played in 
test automation
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 Not enough time was spent on updating the regression "
test set in every sprint. So the set was not covering all 
functionalities. 

 Ownership of the regression test set was not clear. For "
this reason no-one took the initiative to update the test 
cases and the test set aged with every sprint.

Based on these findings the organization decided to adjust 
and complete the regression test set. This started with a 
product risk assessment, with all test cases linked to risks. 
The regression test set was also analyzed using test design 
techniques and coverage techniques. This led to a (pretty 
large) number of test cases that actually tested the same path 
and covered the same risk. These duplicate test cases were 
deleted. For the functional paths or risks that were not covered 
by the regression test set, additional test cases were added. 
The test cases without a check were also deleted or updated. 

The restructuring of the regression test set led to a much 
smaller set with a much greater coverage. At the start this 
organization was steered by the number of test cases, yet it 
was coverage of the test set that needed attention. Practices 
like a product risk assessment, bi-directional traceability 
between test cases and risks and/or requirements, the use 
of test design techniques and coverage techniques are 
indispensable and fall within a test professional’s expertise. 

You need to have those practices in your team to make a 
good regression test set. So in order to succeed, the first set 
of skills you need to have in your team is a test specialist who 
understands how to apply a product risk assessment, 
traceability, test design techniques and coverage techniques. 

Case 2: Test automation without developers
Case 2 is based on a big project in a governmental 
organization. The system is developed in an incremental way - 
different development teams develop a part of the system, 
which is integrated after each sprint and implemented after 
several sprints. In this case there was a tester with deep 
knowledge and experience with test automation and with the 
tool that was used to automate the regression test. 

The idea was that the test set was automated by this 
tester/tool specialist and that the development teams should 
not be bothered with it. Instead, the development teams 
should focus on delivering new functionality and they should 
not spend time on test automation. Based on the information 
delivered, the tester was able to automate the tests and build 
a regression test set, but not in an optimal way. The problem 
that occurred here was that the application was not optimized 
for test automation. To put this a little differently: there was not 
enough focus on the testability of the application. There were 
two concrete problems:

 User interface-based automated tests can best be "
performed by utilizing the properties of user interface items 
(input field, buttons, output fields, drop down windows, menu 
items). An alternative is to use pixel-based recognition al-
though the risk of erroneous findings is very high with this 
approach. But to make it possible to base the automated test 
scripts on properties the property value of each item should 
be unique. Otherwise the test tool doesn't know which item 
we are talking about as the developers copied UI-items and 
some of these items had the same properties. 

 The tester had no access to the middleware or backend of "
the application. This made it more difficult to enter specific 
test data or check the outcome of a test. The idea behind the 
(initial) denial of access to the middleware and backend was 
based on the notion that the tester should test end-to-end 
and black box. Not a strange thought by itself but it made 
the automated test less efficient and less effective.

This example revealed that developers need to contribute to 
better test automation outcomes by altering their practices. 
With cooperation the application becomes more testable in 
terms of test automation. So the second role in test 
automation is the involvement of the programmers.

Case 3: Test automation without test 
automation specialist
Case 3 covers something we see often. The issue lies with 
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During a meeting when we were discussing the approach how to 

analyse the test set a manager and a consultant had a discussion that 

went like this:

Manager:  'It is ok to investigate the test set, as long as the 

outcome is that it will remain at least 300 test cases.' 

Test consultant:  'If numbers are important I can make it 3000 test 

cases within a week.' 

Manager:  'That would be great, within a week you said?' 

Test consultant:  'Given the tool used that will be possible within 

two or three days. But this new test set won't test anything more 

than the 300 test cases test set.

Issue: The fact that coverage is much more important than 

numbers was missed. 



automating existing manual scripts by means of record and 
playback without any adjustment of the test case(s). This 
seems to be a frequently applied first-attempt to introduce 
test automation without the involvement of a test automation 
specialist.

So what goes wrong in the long run when testers automate 
their manual test scripts? Most of the problems occur because 
these test cases are end-to-end test cases (seen from an 
application perspective) and you have to test by means of the 
user interface. This leads to several problems over the longer 
term, and here are three of them. 

The first problem is that most of the manual end-to-end test 
cases are not testing the GUI at all. The GUI is only used by 
the manual testers to reach the functionality of the application. 
If you are automating these test cases, in most cases your 
test tool can access the functionality directly instead of via the 
GUI. This way of automating is more stable and less time-
consuming when compared to testing through the GUI.

The second problem is that in manual test cases you 
sometimes create the baseline situation within the test 
cases. When you execute your test case manually this is 
normally not a problem but with an automated test case 
this can again lead to a false negative and to unplanned 
maintenance of your test set if there are (planned) changes 
in the part that is used to create the baseline situation. With 
automated testing, for instance, it is more efficient to create 
baseline situations by means of entering data directly in the 
database. This makes the automated test set more stable 
and more efficient.

The third example of a problem that can arise from 
automating manual test cases occurs because automated 
test sets can become too large and take too much time to 
execute. We already mentioned the creation of the baseline; 
by entering test data as part of your test case it makes the 
test set incredible large and the test run time-consuming. 
There is a similar impact with built in checks; it can be much 
more efficient to check outcomes directly in the database 
instead of via the user interface.

So automating manual test cases one-on-one can lead to 
problems like oversized test sets, time-consuming test runs, 
unnecessary maintenance of your test set and extra time for 
test analysis. Test automation specialists know this, they are 
capable of building an efficient and effective test set that leads 
to a minimum of false negatives, which take as little time as 
possible to run, prevent for unnecessary maintenance and 
prevent unnecessary test analysis.

Different roles in test automations
The three cases I set out show why it is necessary to have 
three different roles in order to achieve successful outcomes 

with test automation: the test specialist, a test automation 
specialist and the developer. In an ideal situation, manual 
testers decide during or after their test sessions which cases 
should be automated and deliver these cases to the test 
automation specialist. The test automation specialist decides 
together along with the developer how these cases can best 
be automated, edits this test case and integrates it in the 
current test set. 

Some people claim that different roles can be combined in 
one person. This is rarely the case, the skills and knowledge 
of the three roles differ too much from each other. To be good 
at a role takes specific soft skills and the time and experience 
learning the ins and outs of a role. For professionals, the 
danger of trying to be a specialist in two (or three) of these 
roles is that you end up being not really good in any. For 
project teams, by making sure you have specialists on all 
three roles you can get the maximum benefits out of test 
automation 

 Test process improvement
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 We are all keen to look ahead 

but what can we learn from 

looking back? Here Dorothy 

Graham and Gregory Solovey 

reminisce with Anthea Whelan 

about the changes they've 

seen in testing.

Then & Now
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In the mean old days of the Internet, when the fastest 
speed was 28.8K, where coders were warmed by the light 
of their CRTs and serenaded by modem-song, code was 
rough and rarely – if at all – tested. To find a dedicated 
tester was a rare thing indeed and for a long time, testing 
was looked down upon as something of an afterthought 
and it rarely got the resources it deserved. 

From mobile phone and tablet apps, to banking and 
financial backbone software, to the Internet of Things, 
with the advent of more and more digital platforms, testing 
has likewise become a respected and essential part of the 
software development lifecycle. We have come a long 
way since the 90s. 

1990s

Waterfall, V/W-model with testing on the side. Projects 

take months or years then enter “maintenance” phase. 

Testing is manual and scripted.

1990s

Go to a software engineering, or testing conference. 

The BCS SIGIST started in 1989. 

Now

Agile, frequent builds to real users, faster feedback loops. 

Tool support includes automated unit and system testing, 

but not always done as well as it should be.

Now

Discussion groups, social media like Twitter, meet-ups 

and many conferences take place all the time. 

BCS SIGIST is still going strong! 

Development and testing techniques

Make contact with other testers?

TIME SHIFT
The 90s saw an increase in the tester-to-developer ratio, which while slightly exaggerated 

by Y2K problems – has seen an opposite trend, today. Developers today are required to 

automate unit tests, deliver tests together with code and demonstrate 100% code coverage. 

Currently, extensive use is made of xUNIT standards such as jUnit, sqlUnit and so on. 

– 

TIME SHIFT
CLI (Command Line Interface) applications were gradually replaced by GUI-

based applications during the 90s. Today, that focus has shifted almost entirely 

from test tools, to test frameworks, allowing test automation, debugging and 

maintenance to be standardized.THENTHEN
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1990s

Quality management systems reigned 

supreme – processes were documented with audits 

in mind and this was considered best practice. 

Now

Context reigns supreme – testing should adapt to the 

product, the kind of company, commercial pressures and 

risks where they are most needed. Basic principles are 

still the same but have been adapted in different ways. 

How should testing be performed?

TIME SHIFT
The 90s saw a shift from GUI to web applications while today 

we are seeing the shift from web to cloud-based programming, 

including cloud-based testing tools. 

Testing techniques in the 90s could fill one shelf of a 
bookshelf there were few specialized courses for software 
testing and most engineering courses said very little at all. 
There were no qualifications that were solely test-based but 
there were still some who cared about software quality. 

That is why nowadays, we have the ISTQB qualifications 
in testing. Many other training courses in many aspects of 
testing now exist, with tutorials offering educational updates 
at regularly held international testing conferences. 

– 

1990s

Testing is a “necessary evil” at best, if anyone even 

thinks about testing. Anyone can test, regardless of 

qualifications. Poor relationship with development and 

the rest of those within the SDLC.

Now

Testing is a respected profession with qualifications and 

specializations. 

Testing is usually thought about earlier and is included in 

numerous aspects of the SDLC.

How are testers regarded?

Dorothy Graham has co-authored numerous books, wrote the first 

ISTQB foundation syllabus and is a popular conference speaker.

Gregory Solovey PhD, is a distinguished member of technical staff 

at Nokia and frequent contributor to Professional Tester.



Nathalie van Delft talks with 

Anthea Whelan about the often-

overlooked discipline of security 

testing within the SDLC and the 

dangers of lax data security. 

threats are missed. There are some brilliant monitoring suites 
but some can be expensive so a lot of businesses think if they 
secure the login, they are secure, but there is a whole world 
behind it that isn't visible and is being neglected. 

Yes and no. I think security should be built in from the start. 
Developers should think about building security into their code 
– for instance, not having passwords as default values, not 
building in backdoors and otherwise compromising security for 
ease. 

Security should be the first priority – customers should be 
aware that it is an important consideration. It's also important 
that developers should review security aspects. Some unit 
testing on security may be performed, but I think to have a 
really good view on your security, you should have a specialist 
in place that helps you set up a security testing suite.

Enhance security! I wrote a blog about that not so long ago 
where a quality report was released which mentioned how C-
tier groups stated “we want to enhance security” – I was 
immediately alarmed.

Did they mean, we want to be more secure in our testing 
environment? That wasn't the case because they were 
actually saying that testing enhances security. We can help 
enhance security but we can't test security into it. There are 
people who think their system is secure because they have a 
security tester in place but security is not only about testing or 
networking - it should be applied throughout the whole 
organization. 

For instance, you shouldn't put print-outs with data into 
rubbish bins where the cleaning staff can fish it out and export 
them – you need to shred them first. As a tester involved in 
data security or information security, you are also making the 
connection with an information security officer and therefore, 
as the trusted security advisor, must also look beyond testing 
and see the security shortfalls within the company, too. 

Do you think that security testing should be a distinct, 
separate role? 

What is your most hated buzzword?

Do you think it is possible for good security testing and 
continuous development to work hand-in-hand?

 

Yes, but it depends on the scale of security testing – there 
should be more security monitoring. It isn't just testing – if you 
do security-driven development (SDD), there's already things 
like login testing being carried out, but you should also have 
additional security testing on the integration level. In 
continuous development, you don't have that so there must 
be key checks and security testing in place which can be 

Buying a second-hand IoT device 
can mean you are buying access to 
everyone who has ever owned that 

device. 
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What are some of the worst practises you've seen in data-
driven security testing? 

People tend to only be interested in the happy path. Using a 
login as an example, people will make sure they can log in as 
a user, but they aren't seeing what happens if a different 
query is submitted in the password field, for instance – which 
is basically the first thing a security tester looks at.

Most roles and tasks aren't really tested very well. People are 
testing the simpler aspects while ignoring important data 
access points like infrastructure and security. They aren't 
monitoring the traffic at the ports of the system, so a lot of 



performed within the timeframe of continuous delivery and 
integration. At regular intervals, there should be extended 
security testing.

There are a lot of good open source tools for security which 
also enable good monitoring of security aspects, so yes, it is 
possible to integrate security testing, but one should carefully 
consider which are the bare necessities and what are the 
more exotics – to separate those out and test accordingly. 

The first thing I do as a tester is think like a thief! I put on my 
“evil-hat” and think, “okay, what can I do with this information”? 
In other words, how much damage can I do with a system I 
have access to – and then how do I secure those loopholes? 

The second thing I consider is, “would I talk about this 
information at a party?” If not, it's probably what others would 
consider sensitive, too. Medical history, for instance, might not 
be something you would want talked about, but most testers 
aren't aware of what data might be a problem. The party 
analogy really helps you feel if that data is privacy-sensitive 
or not. 

Lastly, if I have security testing in place and some security 
checks, I must check if I am only doing this at the UI level, 
because if so, I am probably not doing enough and must 
look further. 

Those are three good starting points, but you should also 
tell your developers that they should be building in security 
from the start. The last conference I attended talked about 
IoT devices which still used the default password of “000000” 
(The Thermostat, the Hacker and the Malware Ken Munro, 
Pen Test Partners, UK) This is concerning because there are 
people buying second-hand IoT devices, which means you 
can also buy the network access of everyone who has ever 
owned that device – the data is still saved on that device. 

It used to be that testing was a costly thing that hindered 
production but I think there is much more awareness that 
quality is an important component, now. People have become 
much more aware about security in the last few years and of 
the invasiveness of data into their social and business lives. 

Having quality as an aspect of the SDLC is very different 
from twenty years ago because it was still difficult to have 
structured testing. You had a few initiatives here and there, 
but now it's really becoming a profession or a craft, which I 
think is much better. Instead of only seniority, there is 
speciality, now.

What are some good security testing habits to develop?

What are some of the biggest changes in the industry that 
you've noticed?

How have you seen cloud-based applications affecting 
security testing as part of the general SDLC?

So there is a lot more being done to secure Cloud technology 
now?

It's particularly interesting to me because the cloud is affected 
both ways – are you using tooling in the cloud, specifically for 
testing, like mobile devices that are accessed in the cloud? 
Cloud-based applications also have to be tested – so cloud-
based testing can mean both. 

Nowadays, people are much more anxious about the security 
aspects and aren't really sure that the cloud is secure – 
especially if you have a cloud based in a country like the US 
where data is accessed in a different way than it is to, for 
instance, in Luxembourg, where you have a high level 
of privacy. 

The cloud makes it very easy to have all the data accessed 
in one place. You have to trust the cloud provider, because 
they are the ones who control the security. So on one hand, 
the liability for security lies with the provider, but on the other, 
you have infrastructure which is easily accessed by different 
parties. 

Companies are shifting towards hybrid and private clouds 
because you can then hold certain, non-sensitive data in the 
open/public cloud, while the sensitive and private data, or data 
that can only be accessed from the country of origin, can be 
on the private part of the cloud. When testing this, the security 
aspects must be in place so you can determine whether they 
communicate well with each other.  

Yes, and IT personnel should now be more aware of what is 
important and what the dangers are, because the average 
user doesn't always know. We have to keep them safe – users 
keep sharing more and more so we should be looking more 
into inference and making them aware that their computers 
and data are at least safe 
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